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Between the anvil of united mass action and the hammer of armed 
struggle we shall crush apartheid and white minority racist rule. 

Nelson Mandela 
(statement smuggled from 
Robben Island Prison) 

As Piet Koornhof is fond of saying, "apartheid is dying." 
But not, as ML Koornhof would have us believe, because the Afri
kaner elite is laying it to rest through reforms but rather be
cause the students, workers and guerrilla fighters of southern 
Africa, along with their international supporters, are mounting 
a frontal assault on white supremacy which cannot and will not 
be stopped short of total victory. 

In recent months we have witnessed remarkable advances 
1n the liberation struggle: 

* the victory of the combined nationalist forces in 
Zimbabwe and the new government's immediate commit
ment to regional development among the frontline 
states in order to lessen dependence on South Africa; 

* the intensification of the armed struggle in Namibia 
by SWAPO and its military arm the People's Liberation 
Army of Namibia (PLAN); 

* the daring June 1, 1980 attack by African National 
Congress (ANC) guerrillas on a most vital sector of 
the South African economy, the oil industry; 

* a wave of militant strikes and confrontations by 
African workers who refuse to be appeased by petty 
reforms such as the Sullivan Principles; 

* persistent and courageous protests by South African 
students who would rather face police bullets than 
tolerate the apartheid educational system any longer. 

Having noted these encouraging developments, we must 
hasten to add that we are not predicting the imminent collapse 
of apartheid. That mistake has been made on previous occasions 
and we do not wish to repeat it here. But, we must surely learn 
f rom these recent events, as well as from the long historical 
strugg'e which preceded them, that the people directly involved 
in the 5truggle to abolish white supremacy and imperialism in 
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southern Africa are so dedicated to the cause of liberation 
that whether it takes two years or twenty years, we will be 
victorious! 

It can easily be argued that had it not been for the 
NATO countries (including the United States), the apartheid 
regime would have crumbled long ago. There is a truly massive 
amount of research which documents the long-standing military, 
economic and political support of the NATO countries and Israel 
for the white minority regime in South Africa.l For the class 
who rules developed countries, such as the United States, France 
and West Germany, equality and justice for the majority in South 
Africa is not as important as having access to human labor and 
material resources of that country at favorable prices. 

In this paper, ue present evidence and analysis on how 
and why the United States government has over the years resisted 
attempts to impose sanctions against the South Africa regime. 
Drawing on this analys]s, 1o1e conclude with strategtc suggestions 
fo r the anti-apartheid movement in its continuing struggle to 
isolate the white minority regime. Although this paper is fo
cused on U.S . ties to South Africa and the dynamics of the U. S. 
ant !-apartheid move!!lent, we believe there are at least two reasons 
why the information is of general interest. First, as the most 
powerful backer of South Africa, the United States government 
has considerable influence on other Westen1 allies of South 
Africa and therefore plays a key role in the struggle; and, 
second, anti-aparthe.id forces in other countries often confront 
obstccles similar to the ones we face in the United States. 

International concern over internal conditions in South 
Africa dates back to the very first meeting of the United Nations 
General Assembly in 1945. Although the requests and urgings of 
those early resolutions may seem quite tame today, they helped 
lay the foundation for the current stage of our struggle. Through
out the 1950s and 1960s governments, church groups, labor unions 
and liberation movements pushed for various types of boycottc 
and other measures designed to isolate South Africa. The late 
1960s saw a relative decline in efforts to impose sanctions due 
mainly to the politico-military stability of the white settler 
regimes and "consistent opposition to sanctions. "2 In the mid-
1970s, ho~1ever, the situation began to change with a rapidity 
which few observers had foreseen. 

The People's victories of HPLA in Angola and FRELIMO in 
Mozambique, together with intensified struggle in Zimbabwe, 
Namibia and within South Africa, provided the impetus for a re
newed campaign to impose sanctions. Although the U.N. Security 
Council had established an arms embargo as far Lack as 1963, 
the major capitalist powers (particularly France) were extremely 
negligent in their compliance. In 1977, follo~jug the murder of 
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Steve Biko and a massive crackdown by South African security 
forces, the Security Council strengthened and expanded the 
arms embargo. 

The conduct of the Western powers during the struggle 
over the 1977 arms embargo resolution typifies their approach 
to the issue of sanctions against South Africa. The arms embar
go resolution was only passed after the United States, England 
and France had vetoed more comprehensive proposals put forward 
by anti-apartheid forces. The three resolutions blocked by the 
West called for a mandatory cutoff of foreign investment , credits 
and arms production licenses . The resolution which they finally 
allowed to pass did put limits on direct sale of weapons to 
South Africa but it only called for review of licensing arrange
ments through which South Africa produces heavy weapons (e.g., 
the French Mirage fighter-bomber) in collaboration with trans
national corporations . In addition, the United States was care
ful to insert wording which technically makes the resolution a 
response to the then current political turmoil in South Africa 
rather than the general ongoing conditions of apartheid . This 
bit of diplomatic sleight-of-hand was intended to insure that 
the resolution would not set a precedent for more comprehensive 
sanctions under Chapter 7 of the U. N. charter.3 

Ambassador Young clarified U.S. intentions by stating: 

Let us hope that our resolution will not mark 
the beginning oE a process oE increasing inter
national sanctions against South Africa but 
rather the end oE a period of growing confron
tation between South Africa and the rest oE the 
world.4 

If the United States government was so opposed to even limited 
sanctions (and this during the relatively liberal early Carter 
administration), one can imagine the resistance it will wage 
Lo more comprehensive proposals. In a private interview,one 
state department official confessed that "nothing short of a 
South African invasion of the United States" would prompt the 
American government to endorse comprehensive sanctions . 

In recent years, the U.N. General Assembly, the single 
most representative body on the face of the earth, has passed 
numerous resolutions pertaining to South Africa. A review of 
the contents and voting patterns on these measures reveals much 
about the policies of the United States and its major allies. 
On resolutions dealing with subjects as diverse as relations 
between Israel and South Africa, nuclear cooperation with South 
Africa, support for the anti-apartheid movement, a possible oil 
embargo of South Africa, apnrtheid in sports, military and econo
mic cooperation with South Africa, U.N. assistance to th~ libera-
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tion movements, and internal conditions in South Africa, the 
United STates and other Western powers stood alone in their 
consistent opposition to the proposed resolutions. In each and 
every case, the overwhelming majority of nations voted in favo r . 
The West joined the others to vote yes only when the particular 
resolution was of a symbolic nature and contained no actions which 
could seriously weaken t he apartheid regime. 

John Seiler has summed up the behavior of the Uoited 
States and its major allies as follows: 

... the Western strategy (led by the U.S.) has 
been to accept some of the rhetoric while si
multaneously ensuring that Security Council 
or General Assembly resolutions had no effec
ti ve implementati ve sections and set no pre
cedents for subsequent application.5 

Seiler further argues that a basic reasons for this resistance 
is that: 

... the major Western governments in fact under
stand that the thrust of potential sanctions 
could be equally applied against their own 
more basic interests--whether against Israel, 
for example, or their own residual colonial 
situations. 6 

One of the primary justifications the United States has 
relied on in its numerous efforts to block sanctions against 
South Africa is the claim that continued contact with the West
ern democracies will somehow have a liberalizing effect on the 
apartheid regime. But, this argument didn't seem to apply in 
the case of Iran when the United States was vigorously pressuring 
other U.N. members to impose sanctions as punishment for the 
detention of fifty-two American personnel. We are logically led 
to assume that the welfare of a few dozen of its employees is 
more important to the United States government than the basic 
human rights of tens of millions of black people in southern 
Africa. 

We could also recall the long history of U.S. sanctions 
against Cuba . Although it is hard to imagine how the leaders 
of the world ' s most powerful nation can feel threatened by this 
small, resource-poor island republic , the United States has not 
only maintained a st rict trade embargo on Cuba, but has seen 
fit to carry out countless acts of sabotage and even mount a 
full-scale invasion of Cuban territory. Though the obvious in
tent was to overthrow the socialist regime led by Fidel Castro, 
the U. S. government initially justified the economic blockade 
by saying that it was in retaliation for Cuban nationalization 
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of U.S. business holdings. But, this raises a comparison simi
lar to the case of Iran. Is the seizure of some American cor
porate property a more heinous act than the countless invasions 
of neighboring states by the South African military, or the 
illegal occupation of Namibia, or the brutal repression the 
apartheid regime imposes on its own black population? 

More recently we witnessed a concerted attempt on the 
part of the United States to pressure African governments into 
boycotting the Moscow Olympics. The hypocrisy of this campaign 
is evident if we recall the uncooperative response of the United 
States to repeated African demands for sports boycotts of the 
apartheid regime. In response to these pressures by anti-apar
theid forces, the U.S. government consistently claimed that 
sports and politics are like oil and water and cannot be mixed. 
But when it was in U.S. interests to condemn the Soviet Union, 
voilil, a miraculous change took place. The same government and 
corporate media spokesmen who had always denied the political 
content of sport were now claiming, ' why of course international 
sport is political, it would be naive to think otherwise. ' 

Clearly, United States policy with regard to sanctions 
(contrary to the rhetoric) is not motivated by a concern for 
human rights or any other such lofty ideal. It is quite simply 
based on the principle of rewarding allies and punishing those 
perceived as foes . This however brings us to an important the
oretical issue which must be clarified before we can safely 
move on to the question of devising more effective political 
strategies for isolating the apartheid regime. 

When discussing international relations theorists, dip
lomats and laymen alike tend to use the nation-state as the 
basic unit of analysis. A typical discussion might include 
statements about the United States providing support to South 
Africa, Angola and South Africa being enemies, etc. But, clearly 
it is not the South African masses who are enemies of the people 
of Angola, and the majority of Americans have no material in
tere~t in supporting the white minority regime. Although the 
use of the nation-state category is a convenient form of dis
course, we must take pains to remember that it is particular 
classes in each country which form alliances with their counter
parts in other countrie~ . 

The Americans wt~ benefit from official U.S. policy to
ward South Africa are mainly a small group of rich, corporate 
males . Not only are they the owners and operators of the trans
national corporations which profit from apartheid but they are 
also the class which occupies the top policy positions of power 
within the U.S . government. 

Despite cultural and other differences, the ruling class 
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in South Africa is a l so comprised of whit e mal es who , as i n the 
United Stat es , are eit her capitalists t hemselves or a r e direct ly 
dependent on and supporters of t he capitalist sys t em . Over the 
years , these t wo ruling classes have developed mutually beneficial 
relations (albeit including some genuine conflict ) and logically 
resist attempts by opposing forces to destroy their unity . A clasl 
analysis of the various types of connections bet ween the United 
States and South Africa shows quite clear ly that on both sides 
of the relationship , it is a rich, white minority which benefit s 
and a multi-ethnic working-class majority which suffer s oppres
sion . 7 

Keeping in mind that the basic lesson of all political 
struggle is to unite friends and divide enemies , we should ex
plicitly state what is already implicit in t he international 
struggle against aparthe id. Namely , thal the core political 
goal is to develop tactics and strategy which can simultaneously 
unite anti-apartheid forces (in whatever country they reside 
and whatever organizational form they take) and divide t he apar
theid regime and its allies . This s t atement may seem so simple 
as to be hardly worth mentioning bu~as we hope to show in the 
next section, a class struggle perspective on the obstacles con
fronting the anti-apartheid movement offers definite advancages 
over alternative perspectives. 

Tou>ard A Mass Strategy 

In the past, the struggle for sanctions has mainly taken 
place in the United Nations. The results of those efforts have 
been mixed as we saw in the precious section, but it was pre
cis el y those efforts which laid the foundation for where we stand 
today. Certain governments also have a long history of bilateral 
action against apartheid. As far back as July 1959, the Jamaican 
government declared an official boycott of all South African im
ports . Other efforts of various sorts have been made over the 
years by nongovernmental organizations (NGOs); everything from 
s hareholder activism by church groups and other institutional 
investors,8 to progressive trade unions refusing to handle South 
African goods . 9 

A major problem with these types of effort s , however , is 
t ha t they have been unable to involve more than a s mall percen
tage of the citizenry in anti-apartheid a ction . In the case of 
United Nations and governmental efforts, it i s practically built 
in to the situation in the sense that thi.s i s a realm of elite 
polit i cs where the average citizen has very little input . How
ever, in the case of NGOs, we must be very critical of our past 
organizing strategies and admit that we have failed as yet to 
develop styles of work which can make the issue of apar theid 
relevant to peoples' everyday lives in such a way that they will 
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want to devote serious time and energy to the struggle . 

Another historical fact which bolsters this criticism 
is the wavering intensity of the anti-apartheid movement in the 
U. S. over the years. The movement has peaked and waned directly 
in response to the level of political action by the black popu
lation of southern Africa. This is not a totally negative phe
nomenon since it reveals a true sympathy and solidarity with the 
African people's struggle, but it also points to a weakness in our 
organizing efforts. Namely, if the movement were making the connections 
between what goes on in South Africa and the problems people confront 
in U.S. society, there would be more consistency to the movement over 
time and an ability to mobilize people more regularly and on broader issues . 

Let us be clear that we are not arguing for the discon
tinuation of elite efforts or that they are somehow unimportant. 
Certainly they are important. Bilateral efforts such as those 
by the Nigerian government have put significant pressure on 
transnational corporations doing business with South Africa and 
shareholder activism by institutional investors has caused many 
transnational corporations to halt or reduce their involvement 
in South Africa. But, while these actions have made significant 
contributions to the struggle, they have done far less to educate 
and mobilize the working people of the developed countries to 
struggle against a system which oppresses all workers , whether 
in South Africa or the United States . In the words of Amilcar 
Cabral: 

Since imperialism is trying simultaneously to 
dominate the working class in all the advanced 
countries and smother the national liberation 
struggles in all the under-developed countries, 
then there is only one enemy whom we are 
fighting. 

Our recommendations above may seem obvious and even 
trite to those of us who have been involved in anti-apartheid 
work due to a broader commitment to oppose racism and imperial
i sm. But for those who do not see apartheid as a direct pro
duct of capitalist development (as was slavery), the mass
ori ented organizing strategy we have stressed may seem based on 
no thing more than radical ideology . For this reason, as well 
as our belief that political strategy should always be based 
on sound research, in the following section, we present an 
analysis of American public opinion regarding South Africa and 
point to insights organizers can gain from this evidence . 

Pub l·i.c Opinion on South Afl'ica 

Several public op1n1on surveys conducted in the United 
States in recent years reveal some interesting and perhaps use-
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ful facts. Although Africa ranks low in terms of general pub
lic interest (a logical reflection of the low priority accorded 
Africa by the U.S . government and corporate news media), most 
Americans are morally opposed to apartheid. 

that: 
A 1979 study sponsored by the Carnegie Endowment found 

A clear majority of the public thinks that 
the United States should do something to get 
the South African government to change its 
racial policies .10 

Another poll observed that "forty percent of the public favors 
the United States taking an active stance in opposing apartheid 
in South Africa. "ll Still another survey found that by almost 
a two-to-one margin: 

... Americans favor the United States and 
other nations putting pressure on the 
South African government to give blacks 
more freedom and participation in govern-
ment. Specifically, large segments of the 
public support cutting off arms sales to 
South Africa (favored 51-24 percent), getting 
u.s. companies in South Africa to put pressure 
on the South African government (46-28 percent), 
and preventing new U.S. business investments 
in South Africa ( 42-33 percent). U 

Unfortunately, however, American attitudes on U.S. 
policy toward South Africa are not as encouraging as these 
initial observations may indicate. For one thing, most of 
the polls show that Americans are generally afraid of another 
Vietnam-style intervention and this reticence carries over to 
getting involved in ove.rthrowing apartheid. This is one area 
where the class alliance theory of international politics ex
pounded earlier comes home. By stressing to the public that 
it is basically the same class of people who benefited from 
U.S. aggression against Indochina as benefit from U.S. ties 
to apartheid, we can draw lessons from the previous intervention 
in order to ensure that it won't be repeated. 

Another wealmess in American sentiment toward apartheid 
is the reluctance to endorse armed struggle as a legitimate 
strategy for the African majority. Not only does this make 
mass organizing in support of the liberation movements more 
difficult, but public opposition to armed st ruggle also acts 
as a brake on pregress:l..ve elements within the U.S. government. 
Congressional and state department officials have admitted in 
off-the-record interviews that they personally believ~ the 
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guerrilla fighters will emerge victorious, but for a politician 
to publicly take a stand in favor of U.S. government support 
for the liberation movements would probably cost him his job. 

It is understandable that people in general have an 
aversion to violence. Plus, some anti-apartheid groups (e.g . , 
church-based organizations) are in principle opposed to any and 
all violence. However, there are several points we can make in 
our propaganda work which help clarify the role of armed strug
gle in the liberation of southern Africa. 

1. The forces fighting for majority rule in South 
Africa relied on nonviolent methods for over half a 
century and only resorted to armed struggle after it 
became absolutely clear that the government would make 
no concessions to peaceful protest. 

2. The United States itself fought an armed liberation 
struggle against Great Britain in order to gain its 
independence. This struggle was fought with the as
sistance of foreign troops . Indeed, the park directly 
facing the White House in Washington, D.C., is com
memorated to the memory of Lafayette and the French 
troops he led during the American War of Independence . 
This point was conveniently forgotten by President 
Carter when he demanded that Angola expel the lliban 
troops presently aiding that country. 

3 . It is thoroughly hypocritical for the United States, 
France, West Germany, England, etc., to denounce vio
lence by anti-apartheid forces when it is those very 
governments that have consistently allowed their trans
national corporations to traffic in arms to the apar
theid regime of South Africa. 

4. All cultures condone the use of armed struggle 
when used in self-defense. To deny the right of the 
African majority in South Africa to use armed struggle 
in its fight against the incredibly degrading condi
tions of apartheid is to deny a most fundamental human 
right--the right to defend one's family and one's 
self against violence and oppressive tyranny. 

Another mzjor obstacle for anti-apartheid organizing in 
the United States is the tendency for Americans to view all li
beration movements as mere pawns in a world communist conspiracy 
centered in Moscow. The U.S. ruling class has so heavily relied 
on communist bogey-scare tactics over the years to legitimate 
its wasteful military expenditures that most people have been 
saturated with anti-communist propaganda and literally can't 
think straight on any issue that involves the Soviet Union. 
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This history of anti-communist brainwashing , plus the fact 
that the corporate media are not interested in giving the 
liberation movements unbiased coverage, are good reasons for 
increasing our educational efforts aimed at bringing the mes
sage of the liberation movements to the people by independent 
means . 

Recognizing that knee-jerk anti-communism is a serious 
obstacle to anti-imperialist organizing in general as well as 
anti-apartheid work in particular, we must stress certain themes 
in our educational efforts. 

1. Assistance from the Soviet Union and its allies 
to the liberation movements is accepted by these 
movements as fraternal aid. Moreover, this aid 
would not be necessary if the Western powers had 
not provided such massive amounts of arms and fi
nance to the racist minority regimes. 

2. Americans have almost no understanding of the 
independent character of African nationalism and the 
nonaligned movement. We can point to the policies 
of other progressive governments in southern Africa 
as evidence that a socialist transition in South 
Africa does not automatically carry with it hostility 
to U.S. interests.l3 

3. With regard to American fears that a radical 
regime in South Africa would mean a cessation of 
important mineral supplies to the West, there is 
a structural feature of the South African economy 
that should be pointed out to people. The mining 
industry is so crucial to the general economic health 
that "no South African government, however, radical, 
could afford to forego the revenue earned by mineral 
exports, and the only significant market for South 
African minerals is the U.S. and its allies. "14 
Indeed, a majority government would be under great 
pressure to raise the living standard of the masses 
and would therefore be likely to increase rather 
than decrease mineral sales to the W~st. 

Still another problem revealed by the opinion polls is 
the fact that most people are more concerned with issues which 
touch their lives directly than they are with the situation in 
South Africa. In one of the studies cited earlier the authors 
found that: 

.. . few Americans have thought t .hrough their views 
about foreign policy issues. And because those 
issues seem to have less relevance to their per-
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sonal lives than domestic issues, Americans 
see little reason to give them more thought. 
Consequently, opinions about specific foreign 
policy issues are often very much "off the 
top of the head" and can be subject to dra
matic change, especially as people get more 
information or the issue suddenly mushrooms 
into an international crisis . l5 

This of course bas direct relevance to the crisis in South 
Africa and our own efforts to supply information on the issue. 

Another opinion poll found that the three foreign poli
cy goals ranked most important by the public were "keeping up 
the value of the dollar, ""securing adequate supplies of energy , " 
and "protecting jobs of American workers." These are all in 
contrast to the foreign policy goal ranked lowest in importance : 
"helping to bring democratic forms of government to other na
tions. "16 

By citing this evidence we are not suggesting that these 
people can't be mobilized on the question of apartheid. Nor 
are we implying that the movement should pander to the lowest 
common denominator of public opinion in order to get people 
involved. 

Armed with an analysis which shows apartheid to be an 
integral part of the world capitalist system, we can demonstrate 
to people that it is possible for them to devote time to the 
struggle against apartheid and be working in their own self 
interest at the same time. The very same corporations which 
are laying off workers and closing plants in the U.S. (often 
destroying whole communities in the process) are simultaneously 
making exceptionally high profits in South Africa. The oil 
monopolies which are overcharging Americans for auto and home 
heat ing fuel are also supplying the South African military with 
the crucial fuel and lubricants it needs to carry out its re
pressive functions . Banks which reinforce institutional racism 
in the u.s. by refusing to lend money to poor neighborhoods are 
often quite generous when it comes to the financial needs of the 
apart heid regime. The list can be expanded indefinitely with 
jus t a little research. 

The emphasis on a popular approach to anti-imperialism 
in our educational work should be matched by a mass-oriented 
organizing style . There are many groups and individuals whose 
own struggles make them potential allies in the struggle against 
apartheid. For example, the anti-nuclear movement in the U.S. 
has a very large following and the issue of U.S. nuclear coopera
tion with South Africa can easily be worked into the overall 
framework of anti-nuclear politics. Despite the fact that the 
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anti-nuclear movement has a different class and racial composi
tion than the anti-apartheid movement, steps have already been 
taken by some activists to form working alliances in which both 
movements can benefit from each other's resources. ln general , 
anti-apartheid groups need to seriously re-evaluate their out
reach efforts and re-dedicate themselves to building alliances 
with other progressive organizations. 

The point we are trying to drive home is really quite 
simple to enunciate, but very difficult to implement. The 
only way we can guarantee a strong, democratic mass base for 
the continuing struggle against imperialism and racism is by 
educating and mobilizing a majority of the citizenry. And 
the only way we can possibly mobilize that many people is when 
we help them to understand that it is in their best interests 
to fight imperialism and racism. If the difficulty of this 
task seems to border on the impossible, we must take strength 
from the fighting spirit of the South African youths whose most 
powerful weapon, commitment, is embodied in the slogan , "if 
necessary we shall lay down our lives for freedom." 
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